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Abstract 

We focus on both individual and local uncertainty to explain the innovation potential of entrepreneurs in the NUTS1 
UK regions in 2005 and 2009. The ‘potential surprise function’ (Shackle, 1949) clarifying why sometimes promising 
business choices are truncated is taken as a determinant of an entrepreneur’s innovation decision. GEM (Global 
Entrepreneurship Monitor) data and data on psychological types are used in the empirical analysis. The econometric 
estimation strategy addresses both the issue of selection bias (due to uncertainty) and that of zero-inflated data (i.e., 
presence of only a few highly innovative actors in comparison to the majority in our sample). Findings suggest that 
local uncertainty is the predominant determinant of individual entrepreneurial choice. The regional effect appears to 
amount to about 4% of the innovation differences across NUTS1 UK regions, while almost one third of it is 
determined by the local level of uncertainty bias. Thus, the novelty of the present study is that it shows how 
differences in local cultural tolerance to uncertainty may explain differences in the quantity of truncated innovative 
ideas among localities. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Are non-entrepreneurs in general non-creative people? Or can they be sub-divided into two types: people 

with no ideas at all and people with very innovative ideas who are however not encouraged to venture into 

entrepreneurship by the local environment or by past dependence? By sticking to the presumed certainty of 

knowledge derived from past experiences, do we constrain the growth of new knowledge itself?  Why is 

the evidence regarding the impact of knowledge on local economic growth still somewhat patchy1? And 

more in particular, why is there no well-substantiated explanation for local disparities in entrepreneurial 

success2?  

In order to address such questions, one major strand of contemporary research, initiated by Aghion and 

Howitt (1992), has argued that the new enterprise is an engine of economic growth, whenever it is able to 

generate innovation and to grow big3  – the Steve Jobs type of success, which starts small, grows fast, and 

becomes so large to be soon included in the Fortune 500. This entrepreneurial success is clearly different 

from a neighborhood hairdresser shop opened by a technical school graduate and closed down at her/his 

retirement age. Yet, this barber shop may also be regarded as a success in terms of job creation4. Such 

heterogeneity in the nature of entrepreneurial outcomes confronts economists clearly with a difficult 

measurement problem (Fischer and Nijkamp 2009; Fritsch and Storey, 2014). However, whatever further 

development a new business undergoes, it always starts off by taking a decision about venturing into an 

activity facing actual uncertainty on the choice regarding ideas on which little is known from previous 

experiences.  

A seminal contribution to understanding the mechanism differentiating between the operation of risk and 

uncertainty in making a choice on innovative ideas was proposed by G.L.S. Shackle (1949), in the form of 

what he calls a  ‘potential surprise function’. Trivial ideas for which enough past examples are 

                                                 
1 Cf. also Romer, 1994; Mulhern, 1995. The main findings from the entrepreneurship literature are reported by Baumol, 1990; 
Griliches, 1998; Audretsch and Fritsch, 2002; Keller, 2002; Carree and Thurik, 2003; Audretsch and Lehman, 2005; Yusuf 
2012; Piergiovanni et al., 2012.  
2 Frenz and Ietto-Gillies, 2009; Phelps, 2013; Mokyr, 2014; Tubadji et al., 2016. 
3 Schumpeter, 1934; Romer, 1994; Santarelli and Vivarelli, 2007; Åstebro, 2011. 
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implemented and the probability of success or failure may be statistically predicted or evaluated through a 

standard risk related function. Genuinely new ideas with little or no previous implementation or success 

feedbacks are evaluated under uncertainty regarding the final outcome. The uncertainty-based function of 

this business evaluation describes essentially a process of a double negative selection bias, taking as an 

input for choice a new idea for investment. Depending on the level of innovativeness, the knowledge about 

the expected return on this investment faces different degrees of uncertainty. The least innovative ideas are 

well known to the market in terms of their aftermaths, and face therefore little uncertainty, and get easily 

truncated as being unprofitable. The innovative ideas for which some degree of knowledge is present at the 

market will easier get accepted, as they are likely to be associated with normal profits. The most innovative 

ideas, which potentially may be the most profitable ones, get often truncated (excluded) from the set of 

propositions for choice, as the level of uncertainty about the aftermaths of their implementation is very 

high. Ultimately, this is how an uncertainty-driven selection bias generates a pool of entrepreneurially non-

active individuals, among whom both the least innovative and the most innovative actors can be found.  

Our study aims to delve further into – and to enrich - the original Shacklean potential surprise function by 

distinguishing between different levels of uncertainty shaping the actor’s choice mechanism, that represent 

a classical focus in the entrepreneurship literature (see Zhao et al., 2010), in which many authors (Aizen, 

1991; Fritsch and Wyrwich, 2017, 2014; Huggins and Thompson, 2015; Stuetzer et al 2015; Tubadji and 

Nijkamp, 2015a) have identified the local milieu as a source of entrepreneurial spirit and persistence. The 

distinction between individual and context is naturally a well-known distinction in bounded rationality 

approaches (see for instance Munier et al, 1999). 

To express the idea of a dual level of uncertainty behind the potential surprise function, we focus on both 

the uncertainty-related inclinations of the entrepreneur (individual uncertainty) and the uncertainty-related 

attitude characterizing the spatial cultural context in which an entrepreneur makes her/his investment 

decision (local uncertainty). Our aims are, therefore: 

                                                                                                                                                                              
4 Birch, 1987; Loveman and Songenberger, 1991; Neumark et al., 2011; Kok and de Wit, 2014. 
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• To conceptualize the mechanism linking the individual uncertainty of the entrepreneur to the fact 

that the success of a new enterprise is a surprise to society; 

• To analyze how individual attitudes toward uncertainty and the local surprise from the 

entrepreneurial idea jointly shape the innovation process; 

• To address and test empirically the hypothesis that individual and local uncertainty may determine 

the outcome of innovative processes.  

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on how uncertainty relates to a 

potential surprise function. Section 3 presents a testable model of the link between Shacklean uncertainty 

and a Schumpeterian Quality Ladder (QL) model leading to an entrepreneurial investment decision. 

Section 4 introduces the data base and the estimation strategy, while Section 5 describes the empirical 

results. Finally, Section 6 offers concluding remarks. 

2 Entrepreneurial Investment Choice, Knowledge and Culture 

Uncertainty is a condition for human choice. Since Herbert Simon (1955), human choice in economics has 

often been discussed in a perfect-rationality vs. bounded-rationality antagony. When faced with choice 

situations characterized by insufficient knowledge about the implementation or social acceptance of 

discussion on projects, individuals experience uncertainty and tend to avoid often such projects, even if 

these would be potentially profitable. This leaves the question open as to how boundedness in knowledge 

can be overcome on an aggregate (local) level. To answer this question, one should state which are the 

levels of uncertainty relevant to investment choice by potential entrepreneurs.  

Firstly, every choice depends on individual knowledge, which in turn  is only a segment of the body of 

human knowledge and can be said to operate under conditions of epistemic uncertainty (Tversky and 

Kahneman, 1973; Kahneman, 2011; Shackle, 1949). This individual epistemic uncertainty has a different 

weight in one’s choice. In fact, the human agency issue behind a certain choice may rest with the decision-

maker, a second person or a group (Bandura, 1986; Demayer, 1991; Shepherd, 2011). Thus, the nature of 
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these economic choices will be different with regard to who bears the responsibility for the aftermaths as 

well as the benefits from the outcome of the choice (Shepherd and Zacharakis, 1997)5.  

Moreover, if identical agents are observed and the available economic input is controlled for, the individual 

attitude towards uncertainty remains the only barrier to choice. Yet, even when we take responsibility only 

for ourselves, we still strive to remain rational and minimize our chances for failure to a reasonable extent. 

Therefore, when taking a risk, we aim at finding a road that better addresses the economic production 

mechanism and serves the supply and demand mechanisms in a way that under profit-maximizing 

conditions will minimize the risk of eventual loss. Yet, for many options we do not know the exact risk 

faced because of a lack of previous observations on a probabilistic estimation of potential outcomes This 

process of considering uncertain options is known as the epistemic (knowledge) challenge for innovation, 

tapping on the ‘unknown unknowns’ (Arrow, 1971; Shackle, 1983). This phenomenon can be formally 

represented,  following  Schumpeter, with a ´Quality Ladder model´6, where a jump from one level of 

knowledge to another drives the process of creative destruction in the economy.  

Secondly, local uncertainty shapes the culture of any given part of a territory and ultimately affects the 

outcome of individual economic choice.  The individual attitude regarding conditions of uncertainty is a 

function of personal psychological tolerance to uncertainty. Homophily brings people with similar 

preferences spatially sorted in groups (Axelrod, 1997). But since local culture is an aggregate of 

idiosyncratic individual uncertainties, its average level is always different from the specific individual level 

regarding uncertainty. This local culture might even intensify the individual attitudes in an aggregate form. 

On the one side, this is consistent with the type of agent-based model put forward by Schelling (see 

Arribas-Bel et al., 2016), and on the other side with  the National Systems of Entrepreneurship approach 

that entrepreneurial  processes are embedded in the local institutional framework (Acs et al., 2014). 

Therefore, in every choice the decision-maker, as part of society, has to handle – on top of her/his own 

uncertainty – the uncertainty experienced by her/his group and society at large, which are eventually 

                                                 
5 When taking a personal choice, we obviously have less responsibility to anyone else but ourselves for its outcomes and 
aftermaths. It is therefore up to the decision-maker to what degree of risk and uncertainty she/he wants to expose her/himself, the 
individual interest being the only barrier for making a choice. The highest level of uncertainty without local cultural constraints 
by the potentially inflicted damage to third parties may be accepted by the entrepreneur. 
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stakeholders (or evaluators) of the choice made. The inclusion of local uncertainty in one’s own personal 

choice is termed here cultural embeddedness (see also Kloosterman and Rath, 2001; Kloosterman et al. 

2010).  

Cultural embeddedness applies to every human choice. But why is it especially relevant for choice under 

uncertainty? It is known that in a cognitive process we can think fast (spontaneously) or slow (analytically) 

(Kahneman, 2011). Accordingly, we are able to react spontaneously – through our heuristics – to small or 

emergent threatening circumstances that require immediate action. But normally, we base our decisions 

regarding economic investments, among others, on rational and strategic cognitive processes. In such 

choice situations, we involve more of our skills and knowledge: As stated in the relevant literature, those 

processes are subject to contextual cultural embeddedness7. Yet, only a few studies have shed light on the 

mechanistic link between probabilistic rationality and group-heuristic preferences and rules. Meanwhile, 

the latter are influential, as they are culturally institutionalized (as informal institutions in Douglass North’ 

(1990) sense) in a locality. They represent a serious barrier to free decision-making and its cost-benefit 

analysis (Becker, 1968). 

We can now analyze the way individual and local uncertainty influences the potential surprise function in 

terms of a precise determining mechanism. As  Shackle (1949) explains, venturing into innovation implies 

facing the world of the ‘unknown unknowns’; i.e., it requires deciding on propositions beyond those about 

which the probability of success or failure is possible to statistically predict, based on past experiences. 

Thus, risk of an unknown level is addressed by the decision maker in a situation of uncertainty (Knight, 

1921; Soros, 2014; Amoroso et al., 2016). This situation is perceived as a threat by our cognitive system, 

which therefore activates what Kahneman (2011) terms the ‘fast thinking’ mechanisms. As a result, 

propositions which are in the domain of the ‘unknown unknowns’ get ‘fastly’ truncated (excluded) from 

                                                                                                                                                                              
6 See e.g. also King and Levine, 1993; Ericson and Pakes, 1995; Cohen and Klepper, 1996a,b; Klette and Griliches, 2000; Barro 
and Sala-i-Martin, 1995. 
7 See Rawls, 1971; Ajzen, 1991; Davidsson, 1995; Westlund et al., 2014; House et al., 2002; Hofstede and McCrae, 2008; 
Tubadji et al., 2016; Laspita et al., 2012; Huggins and Cliffton, 2011; Huggins and Thompson, 2015). Culture as a local factor 
for individual choice is often termed differently in the literature: cultural habitus (Bourdieu, 1986; Spigel 2016), embeddedness 
of decision making (Rawls, 1971), or culture as a set of “shared values legitimating social practices” (Wildavsky, 1987, 1988). 
In the economics literature, local culture has been frequently analysed, among others, by Burt (1992 and 2000); Ajzen, 1991; 
Leibbrandt et al., 2013; Alesina and Giuliano, 2015. 
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the set of those considered for choice. This truncation mechanism is the potential surprise function 

suggested by Shackle (1949).  

Our proposition regarding the analytics of this phenomenon is to adopt the Culture Based Development 

(CBD) approach of considering together in an explanatory model the individual and local cultural 

preferences and their interaction (Tubadji and Nijkamp, 2015b). And therefore, we suggest that the 

truncation in the potential surprise function has two levels – a truncation due to one’s individual 

uncertainty and a truncation due to the local uncertainty, with the interaction between them reflecting 

internal conflicts with the preferences in the environment at hand. When our own slow analytical thinking 

is challenged by lack of knowledge, we make our choice by switching to fast heuristic thinking which feeds 

on local culture and its cultural uncertainty level.  

Thirdly, the nexus that remains to be considered here is what makes entrepreneurs different from non-

entrepreneurs, and how decision makers become heterogeneous on an uncertain level of deciding without 

previous experience for comparison. According to Shackle, openness to the ‘unknown unknowns’, in spite 

of their uncertainty, is what makes a difference in innovative choice (Shackle, 1949). Thus, while risk uses 

existing knowledge, uncertainty uses the local cultural attitude and its heuristics to determine choice. The 

local uncertainty may truncate on its own right useful ideas, even if we are ready to accept the uncertainty. 

Thus, the pool of people locally constrained from entrepreneurial investment are both people who don’t 

have innovative ideas at all, and people whose ideas have been rejected as a consequence of individual or 

local uncertainty. This process results in Weberian local differences in rationality (Weber, 1905; Tubadji, 

2014), implying people from different localities ending up with differences in their rational thinking and in 

the generated solutions for the same problem. Since local uncertainty drives innovative choice, the quality 

and quantity of innovation (and of lost (truncated) innovation) will thus differ among regions due to the 

cultural relativity across space.  
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3 A Culture Based Development Perspective on Uncertainty in the Schumpeterian 

Quality Ladder Model 

Schumpeter’s (1934) Quality Ladder (QL) model has drawn much theoretical and empirical attention. It 

states that, at a given level of knowledge, the price of a project is set through a net present valuation based 

on: (i) the available investment and (ii) the expected return on investment components. This model can be 

associated with Shackle’s (1949; see also Cowen, 2003) work on the ‘unknown unknowns’ and the related 

potential surprise function. According to this concept, every individual learns through her/his unique path 

of experience, so that every person´s perception of rationality and risk is somewhat unique.  

The Culture Based Development (CBD) model adds to Shackle´s view a neo-Weberian perspective on the 

significance of the local factor and the spatial sorting of people according to their preferences. Even if 

unique, people tend to spatially sort according to their cultural proximity (Axelrod, 1997; Hofstede, 1983; 

2001; Tubadji and Nijkamp, 2015b). 

Both individual epistemic uncertainty and local group cultural embeddedness are, therefore, to be taken 

into consideration. The following general model of uncertainty, culture and innovation augments the 

Schumpeterian QL model with Shackle’s surprise function of the ‘unknown unknowns’: 

Y ij = fCC(A j, (1-A)i, Z, rij)          (1) 
 

where the index i stands for the individual i, and j for the locality j, while Yij is the entrepreneur’s economic 

success measure, Aj is the available level of knowledge in one’s habitus (i.e. the locally known part of the 

world where he belongs to intellectually), (1-A)i is the  individual share of local knowledge not known to 

the individual (i.e. her/his personal ‘unknown unknowns’ domain, which is different than her/his skill 

level)8, Z is the capital investment required for implementing the entrepreneurial idea under consideration, 

                                                 
8 In the classical QL model, Aj is a constant, which may hold true only in given moments of time/localities. (1-A)i is a person-
specific unique number denoting one´s path of experience and training, and it is just one of the elements integrated in Aj. When 
Aj is a monotonous constant function, the integral and the direct sum of the individual pieces of knowledge are not the 
mathematical identity due to a) Shellings’ A-B type of intensification of beliefs on an aggregate level on one side (so some 
pieces of individual knowledge have been truncated from the aggregate belief function), and b) the fact that some pieces of 
individual knowledge coincide between individuals, and this counts as one piece of true knowledge in Aj and is not multiplied 
by the number of individuals in possession of it. Thus, true knowledge in possession of people in locality j is a non-additive 
constant, while individual knowledge is a function of it which follows an individually specific random process of cognitive 
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and rij is the rate of return from this investment over time for the specific entrepreneur i in the specific 

locality j (which is a probabilistic function of the past preferences of the local market about similar 

goods/services as the proposition under consideration). The output of this function tends to move to a 

different level of innovation depending on the cultural limit imposed by local cultural relativity and is 

denoted here as CC (i.e., local cultural capital) (Tiebout, 1956; Tubadji et al., 2015a).  

Based on the above model (1), we can now state our testable hypothesis as follows: 

H01: Under ‘consideration-for-investment’ choice conditions, both individual and local uncertainty are 

formative for the predicted future profitability of an idea for innovation, and thus they predetermine ceteris 

paribus9 how close to the optimal economic success (i.e. innovativeness) the chosen idea will be. 

The innovative potential of the entrepreneur is a function of the transformation of her/his utility from 

uncertainty avoidance into a risk preference which is culturally embedded, i.e. dependent on local culture. 

The empirical testing of the above hypothesis using model (1) is the subject matter of the next section. Two 

different econometric approaches will be combined in our operational modelling approach in order to 

triangulate (i.e., to confirm as a final inference from two alternative estimation methods applied on the 

same query) the conclusions reached in this study.  

4 Operationalization of the CBD Uncertainty QL Model 

4.1 Database 

Our goal is to explore whether it is the individual or the local uncertainty that is decisive in the 

entrepreneurial process, using the UK as a case study. The dependent variable is the degree of 

entrepreneurial innovativeness that an individual has engaged in. The independent variables are divided 

into two groups: (i) economic factors (the investment needed and the risk of the investment – 

probabilistically known from past experiences – based on Schumpeter’s QL model; and (ii) cultural factors 

– comprising the epistemic uncertainty proposed by Shackle (1949), driving the potential surprise function 

                                                                                                                                                                              
formation of the individual. It is (1 – Aj) and (1 – Ai) that gives the sum of absolute full truth which is epistemically unknown to 
the individual due to bounded rationality. 
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which is responsible for the generally low number of innovative individuals in every society – and the 

Culture Based Development (CBD) and cultural-gravity motivated variables: local cultural embeddedness 

and an interaction term between individual uncertainty and local uncertainty of the milieu in which the 

individual is embedded. For a summary description of our variables, see Table 1 below. 

+++ Insert Table 1 about here +++ 

To quantify the relevant variables, we use two datasets – (i) the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) 

and (ii) the psychological types of the UK regions on a NUTS1 level, obtained from Rentfrow et al. (2015). 

The GEM data is the main source, informing our dependent variable and most of the explanatory variables, 

while the Rentfrow et al. (2015) dataset is used to provide a measure for local uncertainty, as an alternative 

to the self-reported individual perceptions available from the GEM dataset. The GEM data cover the years 

2005 and 2009. While the year 2005 is only used as a control dataset10, the data for the year 2009 is the 

main dataset, containing over 30,000 observations and a regional identifier on the NUTS1 level for every 

individual observation.. 

Our variables are grouped into three categories: (i) standard QL model variables, (ii) cultural uncertainty 

variables which are the main variables of interest for our Shacklean working hypothesis for the significance 

of uncertainty as a driver behind the potential surprise function; and (iii) personal controls. For the 

derivation of these variables from the GEM questionnaire, we refer to Appendix 1. 

Specifically, the main dependent variable is labelled y and indicates the level of innovativeness chosen by 

the individual. This choice indicator varies between 0 and 10. It has been obtained on the basis of the 

ranked levels of individual involvement into entrepreneurship (respectively, rank 4 if running a private 

company and being involved in its operation, rank 3 if being employed in an entrepreneurial activity, rank 

2 if being an owner of an entrepreneurial activity, and the lowest rank 1 if only intending to open a 

business in the next 3 years). As an individual might be involved in more than one type of activity, we 

aggregate additively the reported types of activities per individual. For more details on the precise 

                                                                                                                                                                              
9 On the limitations of the ceteris paribus concept see Nijkamp (2007), as well as Kahneman’s (2011) work on random success. 
10 The year 2005 is only used as a control dataset, due to the crisis period proximity of the year 2009 and the eventual shock-
driven deviations from the usual economic performance, as the concept of cultural hysteresis would suggest as a plausible 
explanation (see for details Tubadji et al., 2016). 
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quantification of y, we refer to Appendix 1. Based on y, a dummy variable equal to 1 is generated for the 

cases when the dependent variable needs to be dichotomous. This dummy variable is labelled dy and is 

equal to 1, when y is different from 0.  

Additionally, the innovation choice has to be explained with the economic capital available for investment 

(Z) and the expected return on the investment (r). Z is calculated by the authors on the basis of information 

from the GEM questions about the amount of capital available to the entrepreneur. The expected return on 

investment r is quantified in a different manner for the different types of entrepreneurial categories due to 

the different questions suitable for this purpose. These involve alternatively either a ratio between 

employed personnel and expected employed personnel in a five-years period ahead, or a self-reported 

percentage of expected return. For a precise description of the quantification of Z and r, see Appendix 1. 

Our uncertainty-related variables are thus individual and local. The individual epistemic uncertainty 

attitude is measured through a dummy variable, labelled as EpU, equal to 1, if fear of failure is self-

reported as a barrier to venturing into entrepreneurship. The local attitude to uncertainty is alternatively 

quantified through the GEM or Rentfrow et al. (2015) dataset. The GEM measure is the self-reported 

perception of the level of local openness to entrepreneurial activity. This is a dummy variable labelled 

CEmb, equal to 1, if the locality is considered pro-entrepreneurial in spirit by the individual. The 

motivation of CEmb is based on an individual experiencing cultural embeddedness in a locality with a 

lower level of fear of uncertainty (higher tolerance to uncertainty) when CEmb increases. Alternatively, 

Rentfrow et al. (2015) provide the level of each of five psychological types for 12 (out of 14 in total) UK 

NUTS1 regions. These five psychological types – usually referred to as the “Big Five traits” (cf., among 

others, Gosling et al., 2003; McCrae and Costa, 2003; Obschonka et al., 2013; Stuetzer et al., 2015) - 

include: extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism and openness. We use the level of 

neuroticism (i.e. level of emotional stability) to approximate a higher level of uncertainty avoidance as it is 

the closest in its essence among the Big Five to the nature of uncertainty. This variable is labelled RF1. We 

will pursue the estimations with all available alternative variables, but will report here on the basis of RF1 

and eventual deviations from its performance by the other psychological type variables. Also, we note that 
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our two alternative measures for local attitudes to uncertainty, CEmb and RF1, are expected to have 

opposite impacts on innovation, since the increase in the GEM based variable signifies a decrease of 

uncertainty avoidance, while the increase in the RF1 variable signifies an increase of uncertainty 

avoidance. 

In addition, personal characteristics obtained from the GEM dataset are used as control variables. These 

include: the age category of the individual (variable labelled age), a dummy variable equal to 1 if the 

gender is male (variable male); the educational level of the individual, a dummy variable equal to 1 when 

the person has the highest (university level) educational degree (hc); and a dummy variable equal to 1 if the 

individual is unemployed (labelled unempl). Finally, we do not include controls for distance to university 

as it is well knownfrom the literature about UK that the latter does not have overall sufficient explanatory 

power for local innovation (see, for instance, Abramovsky and Simpson, 2011).  

4.2 Estimation Strategy 

The use of the above empirical data on innovative behaviour and entrepreneurship, as presented in model 

(1), leads us to pursue the analysis of innovation and entrepreneurial propensity as a limited dependent 

variable case. We have a “double negative” potential surprise function, where an innovative idea might be 

assigned a zero potential surprise and be excluded as a potential choice due to being either too much below 

or too much above the current quality-ladder level attainable to the average decision-maker’s knowledge. 

The resulting variable can have a value of 1, 2 or 3 etc. depending on the mode of one’s 

entrepreneurial/innovative involvement (i.e. entrepreneur, employee in an entrepreneurial activity, investor 

in someone’s entrepreneurial activity, etc.). However, if an individual is observed as non-innovative, she/he 

is assigned the level of zero innovative choice. This condition can be summarized as follows: 

 

Yij = [ y*, if Yij >0, and y* = 0, if Yij ≤0 ]      (2) 

 

The above expression (2) means that the potential innovative choice is what is observed in the data only 

when the choice has actually been made, and then its value is different from zero depending on the level of 
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innovativeness of the idea as perceived by the decision-maker. Yet, when the potential innovative choice is 

not undertaken, and is registered as zero, this zero might stand for either: (i) real lack of innovative option 

for choice, or (ii) an overly innovative option for choice that the individual could not realize. Thus, our 

dataset has a double negative zero – denoting both least and most innovative propositions for choice. In 

other words, the entrepreneurial innovative choice dataset is censored from below, with zero as the cutting 

value for the censoring. 

Thus, since we have a sample censored from below (left) at zero, we should apply an estimation method fit 

for dealing with this type of situation: either a Tobit model, or – the assumptions-wise more relaxed –  

Cragg model which allows for different independent variables to be used for explaining the selection 

process and the choice process. Finally, a Heckman selection model may also be appropriate, as our 

dependent variable of interest is innovation choice, while we are approximating it with a choice for 

venturing in entrepreneurial activity. This leaves open the probability that some of the people who do not 

engage in entrepreneurship still may have innovative ideas and avoid the choice due to cultural barriers of 

uncertainty. A test of log likelihoods for the Tobit, Cragg’s and Heckman models will be inferred to choose 

the most appropriate of these three estimation approaches.  

In specific terms, our empirical operationalization of model (1) has the following form: 

Pr(Y>0) = F(β0 + β1Z + β2r+ β3CC), considering that    

E(Y|Y>0) = F(β4 + β5Z + β6r+ β7CC) + Adj       (3) 

Model (3) shows that we will estimate a Probit model for the effect of the size of investment needed Z, the 

rate of expected return r, and the cultural bias through uncertainty CC, on the level of innovativeness of 

choice by the entrepreneur approximated with the type of entrepreneurial activity the person gets involved 

in (an individual entrepreneur, an investor (or a future investor) in entrepreneurial activity or an employee 

in entrepreneurial activity). We will adjust then the estimation of the same model for the case of the 

truncated sample, where the zeros are removed, but this removal is accounted for with the factor Adj, 

which accounts for the dual limit of the probability of Y being equal to or less than 0 (where Adj takes its 

specific standard mathematical form depending on whether we apply the Tobit, Cragg’s or Heckman 

model, respectively). The theoretical underpinning of this truncation explaning estimation stems directly 
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from the truncating Shacklean potential surprise function based on uncertainty as driver for the 0 and 1 

switch. Finally, as clarified in the theoretical section of this paper, the culturally limited uncertainty of the 

chooser, noted as CC, can be viewed as composed of two elements – one’s personal epistemic uncertainty, 

which is individually specific, and the local cultural milieu in which one is embedded (Rawls, 1970). Thus 

CC can be disintegrated into individual and local components as follows: 

Pr(Y>0) = F(β0 + β1Z + β2r+ β3EUi + β4CEj + β5EpUi *CEmbj), considering that  

E(Y|Y>0) = F(β6 + β7Z + β8r+ β9EUi + β10CEj + β11EpUi *CEmbj) + Adj   (4) 

where the CCi independent variable from model (3) is substituted for the personal epistemic uncertainty 

EpUi (self-reported fear of failure) and the local cultural embeddedness effect CEmbj (average local 

openness to entrepreneurship or level of the local neuroticism as a psychological type) and their interaction 

term EpUi*CEmbj for the particular individual decision maker11. 

At a next major step, we account for the fact that our Heckman model is very close to a zero-inflated 

Poisson regression implementation. The latter would be actually an even more suitable approach in the case 

of our data, which indeed has an inflated (i.e. over-represented) zero population, since a smaller percentage 

of people (about 10% of the overall population) is involved in entrepreneurship. Thus, the zero-inflated 

Poisson regression might perform better than our Heckman selection model, because it is more suitable for 

count data models. The zero-inflated Poisson model is used to model count data that has an excess of zero 

counts, based on the logics that the excess zeros are generated by a separate process (i.e., have other 

independent variables explaining them) from the count values. In addition, the excess zeros in the zero-

inflated Poisson model can be modeled independently.  Thus, this model has two parts, a Poisson count 

model and the logit model for predicting excess zeros; i.e., it is a Heckman selection (for the zero’s) with a 

count-data Poisson model. Our Heckman model pays attention to the selection-bias, but ignores the fact 

that our dependent variable is count data (see Table 1 and Table 5) and not a continuous number, as the 

Heckman model previously discussed would require. However, while our data is zero-inflated count data, 

the distribution is not exactly a Poisson distribution. Actually, there are indications for over-dispersion in 
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our count data dependent variable (see Figure 1a and b). Therefore, in a further amendment and to gain 

more precision, we should actually adopt a zero-inflated negative binomial model in order to express the 

Heckman selection bias in a quantitative manner best fit for our over-dispersed dependent variable 

(innovativeness). The zero-inflated negative binomial model also explains the excess zeros by a separate 

process from the count values. And these excess zero’s can be modeled independently, which is the 

approach adopted by us and theoretically motivated by thedouble negative space created by the Shacklean 

potential surprise function (meaning that our zero’s have a double meaning of very trivial and very 

innovative ideas mixed into one dual in nature set of zero’s). We explain more the zero’s with the cultural 

embeddedness and individual uncertainty of the people, while in a next stage in a count model we address 

the truncated model for the innovativeness of the entrepreneurs. We estimate both a Poisson and a negative 

binomial for zero-inflated models, just for comparing the outcomes. 

Finally, we have also the opportunity to quantify the regional uncertainty effect not only through 

measurement (i.e., an additional variable), but also through estimation (i.e. empirical modeling). 

Statistically, this signifies that we have a classical hierarchical data structure, of people's choice being 

nested in local levels of uncertainty by region, which can be expressed by a hierarchical model (see 

Woltman et al. 2012; Li and Valliant 2015)12. Because multiple individual inclinations are measured from 

the same region, their measurements are not independent.  Hierarchical modeling takes that issue into 

account and offers a clear quantitative measure for the level of nested-ness and the way we can explain it 

stochastically; in other words, how big is the regional effect and how big is the cultural bias on individual 

uncertainty in this effect? 

                                                                                                                                                                              
11 When the estimating procedure allows for it, we may exclude Z and r from predicting the selection bias in the first equation of 
model (4), thus avoiding endogeneity and measurement limitations. 
12 The use of hierarchical models started first in health services and education-related research, but lately there have been several 
successful applications of this method for both entrepreneurial and regional development analysis. See the hierarchical linear 
modelling as in Laspita et al. (2012) for analyzing the transmission of entrepreneurial intentions between children nested in the 
same schools and states, and in Kourtit et al. (2014) for regional development differences on city level. 
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5 Empirical Results 

We explore these two GEM datasets – for 2005 and for 2009, respectively, before and after the global 

financial crisis – in order to control for eventual economic shock differences. The exact definition of every 

variable, and its main descriptive statistics for each year, are presented in Table 1a, while the exact 

questionnaire question that a variable is based on in our 2005 and 2009 datasets is given in Appendix 1. We 

have only for 2009 the regional identifiers linking each individual observation to one of the 14 NUTS1 

regions in the UK. As can be seen from Table 1b above, the dataset for 2009 is also three times bigger in 

terms of number of observations, but both datasets are representative for the country. Some further 

statistical details about the heterogeneity of the data and the main dependent variable are presented in Table 

1b below. 

+++ insert Table 2 about here +++ 

As seen from Table 2, the main output variable of interest, normally pro-innovative choice, measured 

through venturing into an entrepreneurial activity (with a degree of innovativeness varying between 1 and 

10) reflects in both years about the same 0.35 value (representing the level of innovativeness). This 

similarity holds true even when we look in greater detail at the dependent variable, distinguishing between 

the censored sample (including the positive observations for the y and the zero observations) and the 

truncated sample (only the positive observations for y). It is also interesting to note that in both 2005 and 

2009 the mean for the truncated sample is about 10 times higher than the mean for the censored sample, 

which is an indication of the above mentioned limited dependent variable issue in handling this dataset. 

The only slight statistical difference in the datasets is the age composition, with the number of young 

people decreasing from 2005 to 2009. These descriptive statistics lead to two intuitive notions: (i) the 

individual characteristics are likely to be relevant, since the level of innovativeness of people entering into 

entrepreneurial activity is about 10 times higher than that of those who opt altogether out of pro-innovation 

activities; (ii) as the results for innovativeness are similar for 2009 and 2005, we may expect certain place-

related patterns of innovation and local persistence in the levels of entrepreneurial activity. 

Since individuals face indeed a limited dependent variable dataset, we first approach the analysis with a 

Tobit model estimation, suitable for censored datasets. An OLS estimation is implemented for comparison 
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purposes, as shown in Table 2a, b, and c below. In a next step, a Tobit and a Cragg model are estimated. A 

Tobit model estimation involves the same explanatory variables in both the censored and the truncated 

model estimation, which rule is relaxed in the Cragg model. Our Cragg model is estimated combining a 

Probit model for entering at all in entrepreneurship and a truncated regression for the level of 

innovativeness. In estimating this Cragg model, we are allowed to involve only the uncertainty-related 

variables and personal controls in the Probit model, whereas the available economic investment Z and the 

expected rate of return r on top of the personal controls are included in the truncated regression. This is 

important because of the quantification of Z.  

+++ insert Table 3a, b, and c about here +++ 

Table 3a, b, and c present an estimation for the degree of innovativeness (varying between 0 and 10, and 

left censored from below at 0), explained by available economic capital (Z), past-probability-based 

rationally expected rate of return (r) and controls for personal characteristics (i.a. human capital, age, 

gender, employment status). We also include uncertainty-related variables inferring individual uncertainty 

(EpU) and local uncertainty (alternatively either the self-reported CEmb from GEM or the psychological 

type RF1 measuring a level of “neuroticism”13 in the UK regions, available from Rentfrow et al. (2015)). 

We compare the results from our three types of estimation. Table 2a presents the results for year 2005, 

Table 2b presents the results for 2009, which are identical as a quantification strategy to the ones in Table 

2a. Namely, the local uncertainty is measured with the GEM-based variable CEmb, which indicates a 

perceived positive local attitude to entrepreneurial activity. Table 2c presents the results for 2009, where 

local uncertainty is measured with the psychological type variable RF1 for neuroticism. Thus CEmb (in 

Table 2a&b) and RF1 (in Table 2c) are expected to have opposite signs of impact on the pro-innovation 

choice of individuals.  

The results from Table 2a, b, and c show that the financial feasibility Z is indeed a determinant of the 

decision to engage into entrepreneurship together with the rate of return (r), as expected by a 

                                                 
13 The definition of neuroticism, found in McCrae and Costa (2003: 47) states that it “is the polar opposite of emotional 
stability”. In this sense, we assume the opposite of emotional stability can be understood also as uncertainty and therefore, we 
consider this measure very suitable for the characteristics of the cultural milieu most relevant in our context of innovation and 
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Schumpeterian QL model. Among the personal characteristics, the findings show the usual male 

dominance and a positive impact from human capital and the model is generally performs as well-specified 

and stable. Age seems irrelevant for distinguishing the level of innovation ventured by an individual in UK. 

The positive association between unemployment status and the likelihood of venturing into more 

innovative entrepreneurship supports both the notion that: (i) entrepreneurship is used as a way out of 

unemployment and (ii) there is higher proneness to facing uncertainty under higher incentives for profit. 

The most interesting finding for the purposes of our analysis is that the dominating uncertainty-related 

factor for pro-innovative choice is the local level of uncertainty. Irrespective of whether it is measured by 

the self-reported CEmb or by the psychological type RF1, we always observe that the local uncertainty 

outperforms the individual uncertainty measure and that their interaction is relevant due to the strong local 

uncertainty component14. These results suggest that the level of uncertainty in which an individual is 

locally embedded has a stronger impact on choice than individual uncertainty. Clearly, part of the 

individual uncertainty may be difficult to distinguish from the expected rate of return on individual level, 

which would explain the lower level of significance of the individual uncertainty variable (EpU). But this 

does not seem to affect the results for r when included or excluded from the OLS estimations. Moreover, 

the Tobit model also generates the expected difference in signs between the CEmb and RF1 variable. This 

is the case for both the Tobit and the generally more flexible Cragg model. But our post-estimation Tobit 

vs. Gragg model test15 is in favour of the Tobit model, so we consider these results as more reliable and 

plausible.  

We use next a Heckman model which accounts for the co-variance between Probit and truncated regression 

in the Cragg type of model and is thus a more precise approach to the impact from the uncertainty-based 

                                                                                                                                                                              
entrepreneurial decisions. We conducted alternative estimations with each of the Big Five, but neuroticism, as theoretically 
expected as closest to the state of uncertainty, performed most statistically powerfully. 
14 Our results regarding the psychological types in UK are also consistent with the findings of Stuetzer et al. (2015), who use the 
same data. 
15 The essence of our test of Tobit vs. Cragg model is the falsification of the restriction for same coefficients in the discrete and 
continuous decisions, which restriction holds true for the Tobit and is relaxed for the Cragg model. Thus, in the test for Tobit vs. 
Cragg model, we save the log likelihoods of our Probit, truncated regression and Tobit models. We obtain a likelihood ratio t-
statistics by adding the log likelihoods of the Probit and truncated regression (i.e. the Cragg model) and subtracting the log 
likelihood of the Tobit model. The result is multiplied by 2. The obtained log likelihood ratio has a chi-square distribution and 
degrees of freedom equal to the independent variables and the intercept. The test rejects the Tobit model, if the obtained log 
likelihood ration t-statistics exceeds the critical value of the chi-square. 
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pre-selection bias of the sample. This is an unique opportunity to express the theoretical Shacklean 

preselection through the potential surprise function through a precise empirical model replica of the logics 

of the operation of the mechanism. The results from our Heckman model estimations are presented in 

Tables 4 and 5 below. 

+++ insert Table 4 and Table 5 about here +++ 

Table 4 shows two types of specifications of a Heckman model: (i) where the selection bias is estimated on 

the basis of individual and local uncertainty and their interaction; (ii) where the selection bias is explained 

by the latter uncertainty-related measures and personal characteristics as well. Estimations for the year 

2005 and for the year 2009 are shown, where for 2009 we have the quantification of local uncertainty 

levels alternatively with only the GEM based self-reported variable CEmb or with the psychological type 

RF1 variable measuring the level of neuroticism in the region where the observed individual is an active 

economic agent.  

Our results demonstrate that the pre-selection bias is always driven by the local uncertainty component, 

irrespective of its way of quantification and consistent with the expected sign and economic meaning of the 

alternative measures (positive for CEmb and negative for RF1 when significant). This effect holds also 

when personal characteristics controls are involved. Among the personal controls, we see a consistent 

dominance of the male gender for selection into entrepreneurial activity, and a secondary strength of 

significance of human capital and unemployment status. These results indicate that one’s personal 

characteristics indeed matter as such (i.e., a strong individual uniqueness effect as supposed by Shackle). 

Still, a person’s proneness to venturing into an entrepreneurial activity is highly pre-determined by the 

local level of uncertainty in the region where she/he is active, which is the CBD cultural limit augmentation 

of the Shacklean hypothesis. The marginal effects for the Heckman model estimations are presented in 

Table 4. The results confirm the relevance of a Schumpeterian QL model, with strongly significant 

standard components of the model (Z and r), as key factors for the level of one’s innovativeness. Yet, these 

factors enter into play only after a strong truncation based on the Shackle potential surprise function and its 

core local uncertainty-avoidance limit, determining who will at all venture into entrepreneurship and which 

individual will not. Furthermore, we note that both the expected return on investment and the positive 
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effect from the local cultural embeddedness increase in year 2009 in comparison to year 2005. This can be 

accepted as a finding consistent with the cultural hysteresis concept, according to which the crisis period 

faces a decreased enthusiasm for entrepreneurial activity per se (see Tubadji et al. 2016). Finally, the 

distribution of zeros and non-zero observations shows a possibility for amelioration of the precision of the 

estimation approaches, as shown in Table 6 below. 

+++ insert Table 6 about here +++ 

Table 6 shows that for both the year 2005 and the year 2009 we have about 88% of zero observations. 

Thus, our dataset is not only censored but also zero-inflated. In order to decide what type of zero-inflated 

model to estimate, in Figure 1a and b we look at the dispersion of the data. 

+++ insert Figure 1a and b about here +++ 

For both 2005 (Figure 1a) and 2009 (Figure 1b), the positive observations of innovativeness (y>0) vary 

significantly. Most of the observations concentrate at around a level of 2 and then gradually decrease. The 

dispersion suggests a Poisson distribution, but this does not fit precisely, although an over-dispersion is 

also difficult to infer conclusively. Thus, we estimate both a zero-inflated Poisson model (suitable for a 

Poisson distribution) and a zero-inflated negative binomial (suitable for cases with over-dispersion). The 

results in Table 5 also indicate that only about 12% of the population in UK actually engages in innovative 

activity. This finding is consistent with previous studies on the UK with the GEM dataset (see Levie and 

Hart, 2009: 14). 

The results from our zero-inflated models are presented in Tables 7 and 8 below. 

+++ insert Table 7 and 8 about here +++ 

Table 7 presents a model for explaining the level of innovation through economic capital (Z), expected rate 

of return (r) and personal characteristics, this accounting for the zeros in the dataset explained by our set of 

individual and local uncertainty measures and their interaction. In a manner analogous to the preceding 

estimations, we have now estimations for 2005 and 2009 with only GEM data and an estimation for 2009, 

where the local uncertainty is approximated with the RF1 variable (measuring the local level of 

neuroticism). The results in Table 6 are similar in terms of their economic interpretation to what we saw in 

the previous estimations. This means that a methodological triangulation, in line with Downward and 
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Mearman (2007), supports the findings that in a standardly performing Schumpeterian QL model for pro-

entrepreneurial choice16, the local level of uncertainty plays a significant role in explaining the zeros of 

innovation, i.e., the people who are not involved in entrepreneurial activity per se. This result is in line with 

our main combined CBD-Shacklean hypothesis for truncation of innovation as a result of an uncertainty 

avoidance limit on the potential surprise function. Moreover, we find again the local uncertainty avoidance 

and one’s embeddedness in it as dominating over the personal avoidance of uncertainty as such. As the 

zero-inflated model explains the zeros rather than the positive observations, the uncertainty effect on 

truncation shows reverse signs. However, the expected economic meaning of CEmb and RF1 is opposite to 

each other, and in line with our theoretical expectations and empirical findings. In fact, the coefficients 

recording the positive impact of cultural embeddedness are somewhat lower for 2009, as well as the 

expected rate of return (which changes from 0.04 to 0.02). Table 8 presents the average marginal effects for 

our estimated zero-inflated models. The results are fully consistent with the previous findings as well, and 

are reported here only for complete documentation of the obtained results. The triangulation of our findings 

seems to be robust for a variation of the estimation method applied. Embeddedness in a local cultural 

milieu that is positive to entrepreneurship (i.e., lower uncertainty avoidance) promotes entrepreneurial 

involvement on average, and the opposite for a highly uncertainty avoiding environment. 

This strong message for local cultural embeddedness imposing a limit to the local innovation function 

appears to be particularly interesting. Therefore, in a last exploratory step, we will focus our attention on a 

better disentangling of the local effect on innovativeness and the role of the cultural tendency to uncertainty 

avoidance in the regional effect. Table 8 presents the composition of the data by geographical NUTS1 

regions. 

+++ insert Table 9 about here +++ 

Table 9 shows the 14 NUTS1 UK regions for which there is an identifier in our 2009 GEM dataset. We 

know for each individual observation the NUTS1 region it belongs to. However, the psychological type 

data from Rentfrow et al. (2015) excludes Belfast and Other North Ireland, thus the number of observations 

                                                 
16 The main factors economic capital Z and return on investment r, and some personal characteristics such as gender (male), 
human capital and unemployment, are also included in the estimation. 
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amounts to 27,003, when variable RF1 is used. What is of more interest here however, is whether there is 

indeed a different pattern of innovativeness across the regions of UK. Figure 2 provides the answer 

according to our data analysis. 

+++ insert Figure 2 about here +++ 

Figure 2 presents the relationship between amount invested and level of innovation achieved in the 14 UK 

NUTS1 regions. The pattern of investment and the level of innovation appear to be rather different in the 

different regions17. A similar figure is obtained if innovation is mapped against the local level of 

uncertainty. These results confirm that the data needs further exploration with regard to the nested-ness of 

individuals within regions in order to explain their level of cultural embeddedness and the resulting 

truncation of innovative ideas for entrepreneurial investment.  

To address this regional nested structure of the dataset and its cultural uncertainty-related attitude 

component, we adopt the hierarchical (multi-level) regression method that allows us to differentiate 

between fixed and random parts18 of the error from the OLS regression, accounting for the nested structure 

and quantifying the level of its impact and the role of uncertainty in this regional effect explained in a 

stochastic manner. The results are presented in Table 10 below. 

+++ insert Table 10 about here +++ 

Table 10 presents results from the estimation of a Schumpeterian QL model, driven by the economic 

capital invested (Z), the expected rate of return (r), and personal controls. The local effect is accounted for 

and stochastically explained in turn by the individual and local level of uncertainty avoidance and their 

interaction. The first, basic specification accounts only for the part of the variance in the data due to the 

random variation between the observations and the part of it which is fixed and associated with the regional 

clustering. Specifications 2 to 4 disentangle further this regional clustering effect, by explaining it 

stochastically through different modes of approximation of the local uncertainty avoidance trends. Namely, 

specification 2 explains the local variation with the self-reported perceived local level of uncertainty 

avoidance (CEmb). Specification 3 replaces the latter with our alternative measure of local embeddedness 

                                                 
17 Available upon request. 
18 See Graubard and Korn (1996), Raudenbush and Bryk (2002).  
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in the uncertainty-related local cultural attitude, alternatively approximated by the neuroticism 

psychological type from Rentfrow et al. (2015) - variable RF1. Specification 4 uses the self-reported GEM 

variable CEmb and interacts it with the individual uncertainty avoidance levels. Specification 5 infers the 

interaction between the RF1 and the individual uncertainty avoidance levels.  

The results from the QL model confirm the previous findings regarding the main factors as well as the 

individual control characteristics. Besides, they now do not only allow to confirm the significance of the 

local level of uncertainty, but also to report its quantitative size and the size of its dependence on the local 

cultural attitude to uncertainty. Firstly, the local clustering accounts for 0.06 of the differences in pro-

innovative choices in the UK. Next, when we explain stochastically local innovativeness with the standard 

QL model and individual controls, the regional effect decreases to 0.04. When we stochastically explain the 

regional difference with local levels of uncertainty, we find a significant part of the local effect being 

associated with the local cultural attitude of uncertainty19. Interaction between individual and local 

uncertainty is confirmed to be a significant source for the regional differences in levels of innovation. Thus, 

while indeed entrepreneurs are a specific small part of the population in the UK, their local innovativeness 

is not due to their individual traits only, but also to the innovativeness function operating under a cultural 

limit imposed by the local tendency to uncertainty avoidance. It is not only who one is, but also where one 

is in terms of spatial sorting – and these two factors acting in interaction – to determine the regional level 

of innovation achieved. Thus, the Shacklean individual uniqueness and the Schumpeterian QL model 

jointly explain individual innovativeness in the UK. Finally, it is noteworthy that the local cultural limit to 

the potential surprise function explains about one third of the variation in innovation across the UK NUTS1 

regions. 

6 Conclusions 

Our findings show that innovative choices originate mostly from a tolerance to uncertainty in the locality 

where an individual economic agent operates. Thus, our main working hypothesis that a locally-specific 
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cultural limit to Shacklean uncertainty behind the individual potential surprise function imposes a local 

cultural attitude-driven selection bias on the local level of innovation cannot be rejected. 

The above findings have two main consequences. First, they demonstrate that innovation and local 

concentration of innovative people are a function of the local proneness to innovation, which is in turn a 

function of the local cultural attitude to uncertainty. This finding is in line with the cultural gravity concept 

(Tubadji and Nijkamp, 2015) according to which the most creative people concentrate in places which have 

a cultural milieu most favorable to creativity and more open to uncertainty. Second, they show a lower 

positive impact from the (positive) local cultural milieu in the years closer to the Global Financial Crisis 

period. This is consistent with the concept of cultural hysteresis, according to which, in crisis periods, there 

is a fall in the efficiency of the usual incentives for entrepreneurship. Both the concept of local cultural 

attitude to uncertainty and that of cultural hysteresis are part of the Culture Based Development (CBD) 

paradigm about the existence of cultural mechanisms affecting entrepreneurial innovation. According to the 

CBD, what drives the economically relevant human choices is mostly the local cultural milieu in 

interaction with the individual unique cultural attitudes and preferences, while economic input comes only 

second in importance20. Such findings in support of the local cultural attitude are in line also with the 

place-based development concept (see Huggins and Thompson 2015, Stuetzer et al. 2015) (similar in its 

basic hypothesis to CBD), and the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen 1991) which accounts for the 

significance of the context as a major factor for the choice made by the economic agent. Clearly, this can 

next be extended as a support to Sen’s (1993) hypothesis that individual preferences are context-regulated 

and to Rawls´ (1970) concept of embeddedness of the individual choice in a social context.  

A possible limitation of the present study is that in the hierarchical model, when stochastically estimating 

the regional effect, besides the local cultural factor also local economic inputs might be relevant to be 

included as regressors. Data on local physical capital, however, is difficult to obtain, while labour, human 

capital and the generated local economic output (local GDP or GVA) are all culturally endogenous. A 

possible resolution to take into consideration this data constraint is to identify the centroids of each NUTS1 

                                                                                                                                                                              
19 This is about 30% of this effect when we use the self-reported measure for local uncertainty from the GEM dataset. 
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and include an economic concept such as central place theory in using this geo-coded data as 

approximation for economic inputs (see Nijkamp and Reggiani, 1998). This idea remains clearly an avenue 

for future research. 

In sum, our study shows evidence for a culture-based truncation of the possibilities for innovation in a 

region or locality, based on Shackle´s uncertainty-driven potential surprise function. While people’s 

proneness to innovation is to a large extent rational, according to a Schumpeterian QL model, there seems 

to exist indeed also a regional and local cultural milieu-related selection bias ruling over this individual 

economic choice. From a policy perspective, these findings also mean that a clearly significant factor for 

regional innovation disparities is found to be the local average proneness to embracing uncertainty. This 

last conclusion provides an interesting starting point for gathering further empirical evidence on the 

significance of an uncertainty-loving local cultural milieu as a factor for local innovation and economic 

prosperity of a region. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                              
20 This is in essence a neo-Weberian view that a locally different cultural attitude (culturally relative rationale) determines the 
local disparities in economic welfare. 
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Table 1: List of Variables: Definition and Descriptive Statistics 

 

Legend: 

The table presents descriptive statistics of the dependent and independent variables and controls used in our empirical model. 
The definition, quantification strategy and theoretical motivation are indicated for each variable. Economic input is in 
thousands of British pounds.The exact definition of each variable per dataset and the corresponding question from the 
questionnaire used is available in Appendix 1. 
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Table 2: Data Heterogeneity by Individual and by Type of Innovation-related Choice 

 

 
 
Legend: 

The table presents descriptive statistics of individual characteristics (age group) and a detailed comparison between 2005 and 
2009 of the dependent variable y (level of innovation of the entrepreneurial choice, varying from 0 to 10). 
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Table 3: Tobit and Crag’s Model Estimations for Pro-Innovation Choice  

 

Legend: 

The table presents the Tobit and Gragg model (the latter with a different set of variables in the Probit and truncated regression 
parts) operationalizing a QL model (where investment Z and expected rate of return r determine price), with individual controls 
(age, gender, human capital and unemployment status) and uncertainty-related variables – individual uncertainty (EpU) and 
local uncertainty (alternatively self-reported perception of local positive attitude to entrepreneurial activity CEmb and local 
level of the psychological type neuroticism RF1).Coefficients and marginal effects are presented. 
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Table 4: Heckman Selection Model Estimations for Pro-Innovation Choice 

 

Legend: 

The table presents a Heckman selection bias model, operationalizing a QL model (where investment Z and expected rate of 
return r determine price), with individual controls (age, gender, human capital and unemployment status. The selection bias is 
driven by uncertainty-related variables – individual uncertainty (EpU) and local uncertainty (alternatively self-reported 
perception of local positive attitude to entrepreneurial activity CEmb and local level of the psychological type neuroticism RF1), 
the interaction between the individual and local level of uncertainty and at a second stage – the individual controls as well. 

Source: Authors’ calculations. 

Table 5: Marginal Effects for the Heckman Selection Model Estimations 

 

Legend: 

The table presents the marginal effects for the Heckman model estimations. 
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Table 6: Right Tails, Poisson Distributions and Over-Dispersion  

 

Legend: 

The table presents the distribution of the main dependent variable in a comparative manner between the year 2005 and 
2009.The purpose is to find out if the tail is distributed as a Poisson distribution or if there is over-dispersion in the data, in 
order to decide between a zero-inflated Poisson model versus a zero-inflated negative binomial model. 
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Table 7: Zero-Inflated Model Estimations for Pro-Innovation Choice 

 

Legend: 

The table presents a zero-inflated Poisson and a zero-inflated negative binomial estimations of our QL model, with relevant 
personal controls, where the inflation with zeros is explained with the individual uncertainty (EpU) and the local uncertainty 
attitude (alternatively measured with self-reported local perception of entrepreneurship CEmb or local level of the psychological 
type neuroticism - variable RF1). 

Table 8: Marginal Effects for Zero-Inflated Model Estimations 

 

Legend: 

The table presents the marginal effects for the zero-inflated Poisson model and the zero-inflated negative binomial models in 
Table 6. 
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Table 9: Regional Nestedness of the Dataset 

 

Legend: 

The table presents the regional clustering of the individual observations in the GEM dataset with the 14 NUTS 1 UK regions.The 
data is for the year 2009, which is the only year for which a regional identifier for GEM is available. 

Table 10: Hierarchical (Multi-level) Model Estimations for Pro-Innovation Choice 

 

Legend: 

The table presents a hierarchical (multilevel model) where the local level of innovativeness is explained by a QL model with 
individual controls and the local regional effect is accounted for also in a stochastic manner, accounting for the local 
uncertainty attitudes, the variation of the individual uncertainty in the region and the local and regional interaction terms. Local 
uncertainty is measured alternatively with the GEM self-reported level of positive attitude to entrepreneurship (CEmb) or the 
level of the psychological type neuroticism (EF1)). 
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Figure 1a&b: 

The figure presents the distribution of the positive values of the main dependent variable, once the inflated zeroes have been 
truncated from the sample. Figure 1a to the left presents the distribution for the year 2005, and Figure 1b to the right presents 
the distribution for y in the year 2009. 

 

Figure 2: 

The figure presents the regional patterns of the relationship between economic investment (available financial capital Z) and the 
addressed level of innovation by the individual’s choice as a type of entrepreneurial involvement. 
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Appendix 1: Derivation of Main Variables 
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